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Enterprise Storage Counts
on Linux for Data

Protection
By  E l i z a b e t h  M . F e r r a r i n i

LINUX
is quickly securing a foothold in enterprise data
centers as major vendors, such as IBM and Oracle,

throw their weight behind this open source operating system.
Dan Kusnetzky, vice president of systems software research at

International Data Corporation (IDC) says that today Linux has just
begun to enter the mainstream. In IDC’s Linux survey, 20 percent of
respondents reported using Linux for database applications, compared
with about six percent just a few years ago.

Increasingly, organizations are adding Linux systems into their
environments, often starting with DNS or Apache servers and
expanding from there. In the process, they are incorporating Linux
servers into their storage strategies. Storage vendors are following
close behind, while interconnect vendors and management software
vendors race to catch up. For example, PyX Technologies has
developed both client and server software based on Linux for
iSCSi-enabled storage.

From the enterprise standpoint, there’s nothing inherent in Linux
that would complicate storage any more than any other new operating
system. Like the various types of Unix and Windows services in the
enterprise, Linux servers can connect through SCSI adapters and host
bus adapters to storage resources. Linux servers also run as virtual
instances on a mainframe, which handles the storage for Linux.

The appeal of Linux is straightforward: lower costs and flexibility.
John Webster, storage analyst at The Data Mobility Group, says that
you can get Linux on a low-cost Intel box and not pay anything for the
operating system. “As for flexibility, you aren’t locked into any prod-
uct,” he says.

The cost issue is a slam dunk for Linux. When BAE Systems want-
ed to find a replacement for a Sun Solaris server running a key Oracle
application that needed more horsepower, Daniel Dodge, manager of
software infrastructure for this aerospace and defense manufacturer
found that he could get an Intel box for “40 cents on the dollar as com-
pared to Sun.” The company saved even more money by opting for Red
Hat Linux rather than Windows Server 2000.

As more major vendors support Linux, the more it gains credibility
in the minds of IT professionals as a stable OS for the enterprise.
Dodge says the fact that Oracle is a big proponent of Linux is very
important to his company. His Linux implementation also included
other major companies which support this OS—Dell Computer for the
servers and the storage, Veritas Software for the storage management
software, and, of course, Oracle for the database software.

Some users who’ve deployed Linux and enterprise storage have had
to wait for vendors to provide the latest drivers for Unix. Steven
Townsend, manager of database administration at Tractor Supply Co, a
retail farm and ranch store with 400 locations in 30 states, says that he
had to nudge three vendors, including EMC, to deliver drivers or
agents. Tractor Supply has a 14 terabyte EMC Symmetrix storage array
which stores the Oracle database for SAP applications.

Another snag for enterprise storage users has been the two terabyte
logical volume limit of the Linux kernel. However, version 2.6 of the
Linux kernel will eliminate this limit. Rick Garcia, senior systems
administrator, for DreamWorks SKB, the film production and distribu-
tion company, runs Linux clusters in a large mixed environment, along
with several enterprise storage area networks. At the current rate of
growth, his digital asset management system could hit two terabytes
this year. He says that splitting the file in two would create more man-
agement work. He says that Linux 2.6 will solve the problem.

Use of Linux on the mainframe could ultimately drive this OS into
the corporate data center, especially with storage. John Eilert, co-author
of Linux on the Mainframe, says that running Linux on the mainframe
enables you to run new applications on the virtual Linux instances
without risk to your other applications.

Research on virtual Linux being conducted by Colorado State
University’s computer science department calls for running Linux on
top of an IBM 9672 model YX6 running the VM OS. The system’s
three terabytes of storage handles about 500 Linux instances, such as a
Web server or other applications. Researchers ran into a snag running
backups and doing restores with Linux on VM. One of the research
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team members says that backups were slow, and that restores meant
reloading the entire system and then looking for the image.

After installing Tivoli Storage Manager, which runs on the VM
layer, the team did a full initial backup and then started backing up
only the changes. The researcher says the incremental backups are
now faster and the restore process is simple and quick.

Meanwhile, some systems administrators in small IT stops aren’t
waiting for major vendors to offer tools to support Linux. Instead,
they’re turning to the open source community for free tools such as
MRTG, which tracks and graphically displays network conditions,
and Samba, which provides file and print services to serve message
block clients.

Eric O’Dell, senior database administrator for Tarot.com, an astrol-
ogy Web site, keeps the site’s two million record customer file on an
open source MySQL database running on Red Hat Linux. The site has
a generic Intel server with dual Zeon processes. The company recent-
ly acquired another server with an internal RAID system. O’Dell’s
biggest decision was which open system’s shared file system to use—
Sistina’s GFs or ext13. After trying both, he settled for ext13 because
it resolved a database problem.  

Elizabeth M. Ferrarini is an IT consultant from Boston, Massachusetts. Reach
her at elizabethferrarini@yahoo.com.
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